


Can it be time for the holidays already? We’ve been utterly swamped in 2014 with new products for review, which makes this 
seventh annual edition of the Drinkhacker holiday gift guide — our “best stuff of the year awards” — all the tougher to pro-
duce. As usual, we are looking not just at what the very best release have been over the last 12 months, but also want to help 
you find the perfect give for your special someone, whether that’s whiskey, tequila, or any other spirit.

Bourbon – Woodford Reserve Master’s Collection Sonoma-Cutrer Pinot Noir Finish ($100) – Every year Master Distiller 
Chris Morris puts out a special release of Woodford Reserve — sometimes a wildly different one — and his 2014 experiment 
is the best he’s ever done. This bourbon takes woody WR and finishes it in fruity Pinot Noir casks, bringing out a whole new 
side of this Kentucky classic. Just as worthy are two other incredible bourbons from 2014, Wild Turkey Diamond Anniversary 
Bourbon ($125) and Four Roses 2014 Single Barrel ($80). That’s really just a modest start to an amazing year for Bourbon. 
There are so, so many good bottlings out there right now. It’s almost hard to pick badly if you can’t find any of these three.

Scotch – The Balvenie Tun 1509 Batch 1 ($350) – The sole “A+” rating I gave to any whiskey all year went to Balvenie’s latest 
Tun release, Tun 1509 Batch 1. The prior Tun series, Tun 1401, also made appearances on our holiday list, but this year Balve-
nie quadrupled production in order to give more folks out there a shot at actually tracking this stuff down. The quality hasn’t 
suffered. Whether it’s for you or for dad, go for it. It’s worth it. Other amazing picks worth seeking out: Mortlach Rare Old 
($110), Glenfiddich Excellence 26 Years Old ($500), The Exclusive Malts Ledaig 2005 8 Years Old ($110), and The Arran Malt 17 
Years Old ($95).

Other Whiskey – Green Spot Single Pot Still Irish Whiskey ($50) – This is an amazingly tough category this year, but ulti-
mately I have to go with a whiskey that has enchanted me throughout 2014, the blissfully simple yet gorgeous Irish whiskey 
Green Spot, which finally made it to our shores this spring and currently stands as one of whiskeydom’s greatest deals. 
(Watch for Yellow Spot to slowly float over, too.) My close second is Hibiki 21 Years Old ($250). 2014 has been declared by 
others “the year of Japanese whiskey,” but it’s Hibiki, not Yamazaki, that is putting out the very best stuff right now. This year’s 
Parker’s Heritage Collection Original Batch Wheat Whiskey 13 Years Old ($90), a wheat whiskey, not a wheated bourbon, is 
also a standout, as is the ever-exciting Sazerac Rye 18 Year Old ($80).

Gin – Genius Gin ($26) – Who’d have thought 2014’s best gin would hail from Austin, Texas? Get the standard edition. The 
Navy Strength is less refined. Overall a weak year for gins, other recommended bottlings include Beefeater Burrough’s Re-
serve Barrel Finished Gin ($70) and The 86 Co. Ford’s Gin ($30/1 liter).

Vodka – Re:Find Cucumber Vodka ($25/375ml) – Vodka’s never a thrilling category (or much of a gift), but spending 25 bucks 
on this best-ever cucumber vodka is not a bad way to fill a stocking. Other top picks include the Vodka DSP CA 162 line (each 
$38), made by the former crew behind Hangar One, Santa Fe Spirits Expedition America West Vodka ($25), and Bluewater 
Organic Vodka ($27).

Rum – Vizcaya VXOP Cask No. 21 Cuban Formula Rum ($40) – Fascinating rums have been in short supply of late (I’m pre-
suming you can’t find a way to get Havana Club where you live), but this Dominican rum is a killer bottling. Also highly recom-
mended is Bacardi’s boutique bottling of Facundo Exquisito ($90), which runs up to 23 years old.

Brandy – Charbay Brandy No. 89 ($92) – This craft brandy from Charbay, distilled 26 years ago, is a killer that can go toe to 
toe with any Cognac. Louis Royer Force 53 VSOP ($43) is also a fabulous spirit and a great bargain.

Tequila – Roca Patron Reposado ($80) – The typically breakneck pace of tequila releases slowed down in 2014. Patron’s new 
higher-end bottling, particularly the reposado, was my favorite. Also standing out was the Tequila Herradura Coleccion de la 
Casa Scotch Cask Finished Reposado Reserva 2014 ($90). High-end mezcal fans should run, not walk, to Del Maguey Iberico 
Mezcal ($250).

Liqueur – Ancho Reyes Ancho Chile Liqueur ($33) – From the first time I tasted this, I knew it would be the Drinkhacker li-
queur of the year. Ancho chile is so distinctive and unique, and these guys do amazing work with it in alco-form. Try it in, well, 
anything.  Other excellent giftworthy liqueurs include Perc Coffee Liqueur ($28), Barrow’s Intense Ginger ($31), and the new 
Wild Turkey American Honey Sting ($23) — technically a flavored whiskey, but which drinks more like a liqueur.

Welcome to the 2014 Drinkhacker Gift Guide!



                     Bourbon    

Woodford Reserve Master’s Collection 
Sonoma-Cutrer Pinot Noir Finish

Every year, Chris Morris releases a special edition of 
Woodford Reserve called the Master’s Collection. The 
production process is straightforward: Fully matured, cask 
strength Woodford Reserve (roughly seven years old) is 
moved from its new oak barrel home to French oak Pinot 
Noir barrels, where it spends another 10 months. These 
barrels have seen three vintages of Sonoma-Cutrer (the 
winery is owned by Woodford parent Brown-Forman), so 
they’re about at the end of their life for wine barrels. Once 
the finishing is done, the final product is brought down to 
90 proof (the same as standard Woodford) and bottled.

There’s a lot of DNA shared between these two whiskies, 
as well there should be. The standard Woodford offers 
strong notes of cherry, walnuts, and cinnamon, and the 
Pinot Noir finished whiskey builds on that. Butterscotch 
is the (surprising) initial rush, but over time you pick up 
other notes, including dark chocolate, and fun licorice 
kick on the back end. The Sonoma-Cutrer bottling picks 
up more fruit as it aerates, while the standard bottling 
of Woodford sticks close to its nutty, woody core.  I tried 
this again in its near-shipping condition and had nearly 
identical tasting notes. Big cherry character up front, silky 
chocolate/caramel sauce on the back end, with a kind of 
funky licorice kick. Great stuff.

Amazingly balanced and so much fun to explore, this is 
one of the finest – if not the finest — Master’s Collection 
bottling I’ve encountered to date. It’s a whiskey that 
smartly starts with an already strong base, then builds 
upon it with a savvy finish. With 24,000 bottles produced 
(vs. 11,300 of the prior Sonoma-Cutrer bottling), you 
should be able to track some down if you give it a bit of 
effort. 

A / $100 / woodfordreserve.com
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      Bourbon    
Wild Turkey Diamond Anniversary

Celebrating sixty motherfreakin’ years in the business — 
Eisenhower was president, people! — Jimmy Russell is a 
distiller with no equal in the business. He’s the man who 
has singlehandedly defined Wild Turkey for decades, with 
son Eddie waiting in the wings for the day his dad, now 79 
years old, retires.

To mark the occasion, probably the last multiple-of-
five anniversary we’ll see from Jimmy at Wild Turkey, 
the company is putting out what could be its most 
thoughtful, rare, and special bourbon release in decades. 
How special? It’s all part of Wild Turkey’s “Year of Jimmy 
Russell,” the new name for 2014, so update your calendar.

Wild Turkey Diamond Anniversary is a blend of 13 to 16 
year old whiskeys, the barrels hand-selected by Eddie 
Russell. Immediately off the bat, it’s one of the gentlest 
whiskeys I’ve ever had from WT. The nose is fruity, with 
caramel apples, chocolate-covered orange slices, and 
hints of spearmint. Over time, the wood of the barrel 
starts to come through on the nose, but it’s never 
overbearing, and much less punchy than you’d expect 
from a Bourbon of this age.

The body is creamy, its proof level adjusted to just the 
right place where you could sip on it all night without 
reaching for the water but still never get bored. Lots 
going on here, but not too much. What arises here is 
more dessert-like, including notes of salted caramel, 
chocolate chip ice cream, and apple pie. Lightly woody 
on the finish, it is incredibly hard to put down. Sip after sip 
found me uncorking the bottle and sampling it again, just 
to see what I might have missed. 36,000 bottles for sale in 
the U.S. 

91 proof. 

A / $125 / wildturkeybourbon.com
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                     Bourbon    

Four Roses 2014 Limited Edition Single Barrel Bourbon

Four Roses’ 2014 Single Barrel bottling sneaked up on me, 
a sample appearing out of the blue for us to review.

This year’s whiskey is made from Four Rose’s OESF 
mashbill — the “lower,” 20% rye mashbill — which has 
spent 11 years in barrel. OESF is a rarity — In some seven 
years I’ve never reviewed any Bourbon from 4R that even 
had it as a component (aside from blends that don’t 
release their constituent makeups). Bottled at a range of 
108.3 to 127.6 proof, depending on the barrel you get, it’s 
hotter than last year’s awesome release. (My sample was 
about 120 proof.)

Very fruity on the nose (as the low-rye mash is known for), 
this is one of the gentlest bottlings of Four Roses Single 
Barrel that I’ve encountered. Think caramel apples, with a 
dusting of apple pie spices — cinnamon and some cloves. 
On the body, that caramel is positively poured over the 
spirit, with gentle vanilla and chocolate-covered-cherries 
rounding things out. Give it time in glass and quiet 
sawdust notes emerge, but only ever so slightly — and 
to a far less extent than any Single Barrel bottling going 
back to 2009. This is liquid dessert that goes down far too 
easily than its hefty alcohol level would indicate. Another 
gorgeous, if wholly unexpected and unusual, winner from 
Jim Rutledge and Four Roses. 5000 bottles made. 

A / $80 / fourrosesbourbon.com
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      Scotch    

The Balvenie Tun 1509, Batch 1 Single Malt – Batch #1 of 
Tun 1509 is made from whisky aged in ex-bourbon barrels 
(35 casks) and sherry butts (7 casks), for a total of 42 casks 
worth of single malt commingling in Tun 1509. The results 
are powerful compared to the quieter 25 year old single 
barrel, evident from the start by looking at the deep 
amber color of the whisky. The nose is exotic and rich, 
offering punchy notes of well-burnt sugar, coffee, dried 
figs and raisins, and a touch of coal fire smoke. The body 
then takes all of these components and promptly kicks 
them right in the ass. Dried fruit takes a spicy, Christmas-
like turn toward the baking pantry, with notes of cloves 
and cinnamon dominating. There’s more red fruit on the 
palate — think plums — along with notes of blood orange 
and tangerine. Some malt is here, but the cereal character 
is warm and inviting, like a well-doctored bowl of oatmeal 
on a cold day. This whisky drinks embarrassingly easy 
despite topping 94 proof, taking its burly, rounded body 
and just having its way with your palate from start to 
finish. Speaking of the finish — it’s long, warming, and, 
as it vanishes, it leaves you begging for more. One of 
Balvenie’s best whiskies ever. 

94.2 proof. 

A+ / $350 / thebalvenie.com
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                         Scotch
Mortlach Rare Old – Bottled with no age statement, 
but don’t let that deter you. Rare Old has a solid grain 
structure on the nose, plus hints of honeycomb, vanilla, 
and chocolate malt balls. Over time, some notes of dried 
herbs and barrel char emerge… give it some minutes in 
the glass before downing the sucker. The body is big, 
showcasing lots of honey from the start along with salted 
caramel, citrus, and some emerging floral notes later on. 
The finish is bold and satisfying, very lush, lovely, and 
warm with a touch of chocolate on the very end. Despite 
the lack of an age statement, this is not really an entry-
level dram — but one which should really earn a top shelf 
spot on any bar. 

A / $110 / mortlach.com
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Glenfiddich Excellence 26 Years Old

2014’s autumn of whiskey releases continues with this new 
release from Speyside’s Glenfiddich, a permanent addition 
to the distillery’s portfolio.

Nothing fancy here: Glenfiddich Excellence 26 Years Old 
is aged entirely in American oak ex-bourbon casks, with 
no finishing. It’s actually the first whisky in the company’s 
permanent collection to be entirely aged in ex-bourbon 
casks.

While it’s got Glenfiddich DNA through and through, this 
is a powerful spirit from the Speyside giant. The nose 
is intense with fruit — pears, apricots, and a dollop of 
orange blossom honey to sweeten things up. Fairly light 
oak notes emerge here as well. The body is a powerhouse 
to match the big nose. Intense honey character gives this 
the impression of a Sauternes-finished whiskey, with notes 
of vanilla, almond, charred wood, and roasted cereal 
grains coming along toward the finish. The body is rich 
and viscous, which adds to the depth of flavor and a quite 
lengthy finish. It’s not the most complicated whisky in the 
world, particularly considering its age, but its power and 
deep honey notes make it compelling in its own right.

86 proof.     

A / $500 / glenfiddich.com



      Scotch    

The Arran Malt 17 Years Old – A limited edition bottling, 
fully matured in ex-sherry casks, this is the second release 
in a trilogy of single malts leading up to what will be 
Arran’s first ever official 18 year old expression. Enchanting 
from the start, with a nose that offers a rich nougat 
character and ample aged/burnt orange notes. The body 
folds together those nicely roasted grains with the sherry 
core in a beautiful way. At 46% abv it’s a touch on the hot 
side, and a few scant drops of water really helps to open 
things up and settle down some of the whisky’s more fiery 
notes. As the spirit opens up, some nice chocolate notes 
begin to develop, particularly on the finish, alongside 
notes of cola, sea salt, and marshmallow. A really fun 
whisky that I easily recommend. 9,000 bottles produced. 

92 proof. 

A / $95 / arranwhisky.com

The Exclusive Malts Ledaig 2005 8 Years Old 

Extremely pale, with just a touch of yellow on it. A 
Highland whisky distilled at Tobermory on the Isle of Mull 
and uncharacteristically peated to a heavy level, this is 
a delightful little spirit. The smokiness of course gives it 
plenty in common with Islay whiskies, but there’s such 
sweetness here that it immediately distinguishes itself 
from that western crowd. There’s so much tropical fruit 
character here, plus marshmallows, maple syrup, roasted 
sweet potatoes, and Sugar Babies — all with a dusting of 
grandpa’s pipe smoke. Sorry, but I just can’t stop sipping 
on this one, which drinks as far more mature than its age 
would indicate. 

115.2 proof. 

A / $90 / impexbev.com
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               Other Whiskey

Green Spot Single Pot Still Irish Whiskey

Heretofore seldom seen on our shores, one of the most 
beloved Irish whiskeys in-country is now making its way to 
the U.S. It is named after a blotch of color.

Green Spot, the kid brother of the even rarer Yellow Spot, 
is made at Midleton, where Jameson, Tullamore D.E.W., 
Powers, and Redbreast all hail from. It is a thrice-distilled 
single pot still whiskey, but unlike Redbreast it is bottled 
without an age statement. What’s inside is a blend of 
whiskeys aged seven to 10 years in a combination of 
bourbon and sherry casks. 12,000 bottles are produced 
each year.

No bones about it, this whiskey is a delight. Loaded with 
flavor but balanced to a T, Green Spot hits all the classic 
Irish hallmarks while retaining its sense of balance.

The nose is spot on (get it?), rich with unripe banana, 
light honey, chimney soot, and cut grains. The body is 
more lovely, with toasted marshmallows, very light citrus, 
caramel, a touch of chocolate, and a big malty finish that 
comes across a lot like chocolate malt balls when it’s 
all said and done. Often thought of as “sweeter” than 
its compatriots, that’s not exactly the case here. Green 
Spot has sweetness, but it balances out the more savory 
components, bringing the body right where it ought 
to be. The spirit is drying as it fades, almost hinting at 
licorice, which only invites further exploration as that malt 
character dies like the sunset.

80 proof.

A / $50 / singlepotstill.com
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     Other Whiskey    

Hibiki 21 Years Old 

Elevated. Almost cognac-like on the nose, with austerity 
and grace, but also clear sweetness. The palate starts out 
a bit hot — surprising given the relatively gentle alcohol 
level here — with a cinnamon-like burn and more of those 
roasted cereal notes. Give it a little time in glass and some 
honey character emerges along with soothing brown 
sugar notes. The finish is where Hibiki 21 really kicks in, 
with some red fruits, sherry, red peppers, and a bit of 
chewy marshmallow to top it all off. Exemplary. 

86 proof. 

A / $250 / suntory.com

Sazerac Rye 18 Year Old  

It’s an open secret that Sazerac 18 has been sitting around 
in a stainless steel vat for years and doesn’t really change 
(effects of oxidation notwithstanding), making this less of 
a special release and more of a limited allocation of a very 
special spirit. Sazzy 18 rarely fails to disappoint. This year 
is no exception, with the whiskey showing a woody — yet 
fresh — nose, cherries jubilee up front on the body, and a 
finish that takes you to places of marzipan, apple pie, and 
streudel. Watch for apple cider notes to come along after 
you think the finish has faded away. 

90 proof. 

A / $80 / greatbourbon.com
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               Other Whiskey
Parker’s Heritage Collection Original Batch Wheat 
Whiskey 13 Years Old (2014)

The 2014 Parker’s Heritage Collection release is a Wheat 
Whiskey, technically not a bourbon at all. For this edition 
of the highly anticipated PHC, Heaven Hill is going back 
to basics. The bottles on offer are from the very first run 
of what would later become Bernheim Original Wheat 
Whiskey — hence “Original Batch” in this expression — 
only this bottling is considerably older than Bernheim, 
at 13 years of age to be exact, aged on the top floors of 
Heaven Hill’s Rickhouse Y, and bottled at barrel strength. 
The mash is predominantly winter wheat, plus corn and 
malted barley to round things out. Oh, and this year, $5 
from each bottle sold will go to ALS research.

On to the tasting…

The woody nose, studded with vanilla and gentle baking 
spices, could herald the beginning of any solid bourbon. 
As with all of the Parker’s Heritage releases, it’s blazing 
with alcohol, and it can handle substantial water to bring 
out its true spirit. With some time, this whiskey’s unique 
and sophisticated nature becomes clear. Silky caramel and 
honey notes ooze out of this whiskey. Hints of apple pie, 
a touch of red pepper, and a little gingerbread — veering 
into cinnamon roll territory at times — dominate the finish. 
On the whole it’s a gorgeous, refined, and incredibly 
drinkable whiskey — and despite its lack of any noticeable 
popcorn or cereal character, most drinkers will readily 
assume it’s a well-aged bourbon, even after a couple of 
glasses. (That’s not a complaint, mind you.)

Sadly I don’t have any stock Bernheim on hand to 
compare this whiskey to, but it’s clear it carries some of 
the Bernheim DNA while being at heart quite a different 
animal. That is also not a complaint. As usual, Heaven Hill 
has crafted another unexpected and unique whiskey that 
merits strong attention from both casual whiskey drinkers 
and collectors alike. Grab it now.

127.4 proof as reviewed (individual bottle proof may vary).

A / $90 / bardstownwhiskeysociety.com
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     Gin    
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Beefeater Burrough’s Reserve Barrel Finished Gin

Remember when genever was going to be the next big 
thing? Of course you don’t. That stillborn trend gave way 
to aged gin, which is now — cautiously — on the rise. Will 
barrel-aged gin be successful where genever was not? 
Let’s take a look at a bottling from one of the biggest 
names in gin, Beefeater.

Burrough’s Reserve (tagline: “the gin for free thinkers”) is 
distilled in 268-liter small batches (the botanicals used are 
not published) before being aged for an unspecified time 
(not long, I think) in former Lillet aperitif wine barrels.

The color is a light gold, not unlike Lillet Blanc, with a 
nose reminiscent of modern gins. The intense juniper 
notes of Beefeater are absent here, replaced with notes 
of camphor, licorice, citrus peel, and some curious sea 
salt notes. The more seaward components are what linger 
in the nostrils, even as you sip it to reveal some of the 
classic gin components, including angelica, light lemon 
and orange notes, white flowers, and vanilla on the finish. 
The body is on the sweet side, and surprisingly creamy. 
Juniper? Frankly it’s hard to find at all here, just a vague 
evergreen character that develops on the nose over time.

The only sticking point with Burrough’s Reserve, an 
otherwise excellent product that both gin and brown 
spirits fans should like, is the price. At $70 a bottle it’s a 
hard sell, even if you’re a gin fanatic. If the price is too 
rich, maybe stick with the genever then?

86 proof.  

A- / $70 / pernod-ricard.com



Genius Gin (Standard Strength)

Fragrant right out of the bottle, it’s got plenty of juniper 
up front, but the more feminine elements like lavender 
and elderflower make a strong showing on the nose, 
too. The body offers a surprisingly complex collection 
of flavors. Floral at first, it quickly segues into evergreen 
notes alongside complex touches of mushroom, 
grapefruit peel, and some cloves. A final act comes along 
in the finish, where fresh fruit and citrus notes dominate. 
Think frozen table grapes dusted with fresh lime zest. 
There’s a ton going on here, but Genius presents itself 
in courses, offering something new with each passing 
second. It’s a really, er, genius product. 

90 proof. 

A / $26 / geniusliquids.com

Fords Gin 

Named because it’s a collaboration of The 86 Co. with 
Simon Ford, but oddly lacking an apostrophe. Column-
distilled from English wheat in London, this is the only gin in 
memory that doesn’t just outline its botanical bill, but tells 
you exact percentages of each ingredient in the infusion 
blend. Here, they are: Italian juniper (49.5%), Romanian 
coriander (30.5%), Haitian/Moroccan orange peel (3.2%), 
Turkish grapefruit peel (3.2%), Polish angelica (3.2%), 
Indonesian cassia (2.1%), Chinese jasmine (3.2%), and Italian/
Moroccan orris root (2.1%). There’s only one real eyebrow-
raiser there — the jasmine — but these otherwise typical 
ingredients come together quite well in Fords. Despite 
the hefty juniper component, this isn’t a particularly green-
tasting gin. It’s readily evident on the nose, before offering 
notes of rose petal, sandalwood, and sage. The body pulls 
out the cinnamon (cassia) fairly quickly, and the palate grows 
with more lemony (or grapefruity) notes as the finish builds. 
Here, that earthiness comes back a bit, alongside straight-up 
juniper, before finishing clean. The gin is finished with that 
Mendocino water in California before bottling at 90 proof. 

A- / $31 (1 liter) / fordsgin.com

                             Gin
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     Vodka    
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Re:Find Cucumber Vodka

Interesting choice for your first flavor, but damn if a nose 
full of Re:find Cucumber doesn’t smell like you’re headed 
to a day at the spa. Crisp and authentic, this vodka offers 
pure and refreshing cucumber flavor through and through, 
with just the lightest dusting of sweetness on the finish 
to offer some balance against the vegetal notes up 
front. You get none of the earthy grappa character in the 
unflavored vodka here, just fresh cukes from start to finish. 
Impressive considering this is legitimately flavored with 
fresh cucumbers. Seasonally available. 

80 Proof.

A / $25 (375 ml) / refinddistillery.com



DSP Vodka

In 2010, California-based Craft Distillers sold its highly-regarded 
Hangar One Vodka line to Proximo Spirits. (You may not have even 
realized this, but now you know.) At the time, Craft signed a strict non-
compete agreeing not to make vodka for three years. Well, the three 
years are up, and Craft is now back at work with some vodkas which 
incorporate flavors that might sound a bit familiar.

No frills here, and that’s by design to keep the focus on what’s in the 
bottle; the brand name refers to an old federal designation for the 
distillery. The scientifically-named spirits are distilled in the company’s 
copper cognac still from a wheat base, and the flavored vodkas are 
made with real macerated fruits. They’re filtered, but these spirits do 
still have a slight yellow tint to them. All of the botanicals are grown in 
the rare-fruit orchards of John Kirkpatrick in the San Joaquin Valley.

Each vodka is 80 proof. Thoughts follow.

Vodka DSP CA 162 Straight - This vodka takes the wheat-base spirit 
and blends it with vodka made from wine grapes (riesling and viognier). 
You can smell the pot still character right from the start. Mineral notes 
play with a bit of grainy character, marshmallow, and nougat on the 
nose. The body is silky with a pungent character common to grape-
based vodkas, balanced by modest sweetness and, curiously, some 
stronger cereal notes on the finish. You’re left with a character that is, 
surprisingly, not unlike a white whiskey or a blanche cognac. B

Vodka DSP CA 162 Citrus Hystrix – Flavored with Malaysian limes and 
their leaves. Brisk lime character on the nose, like candied lime peel. 
Bracing on the body, with crisp lime balanced with the right amount of 
sweetness. The lasting finish really brings out the leaf component, with 
just the right of grassiness poured over the tart body. The old Kaffir 
Lime vodka was always the most popular Hangar One flavor (at least in 
my experience in the field), and the company hasn’t strayed far from a 
successful formula. Big win here. A

Vodka DSP CA 162 Citrus Medica var. Sarcodactylis – Flavored with 
Buddha’s Hand citrons. The aromatics are somewhat muddier than 
my memory of the crisp Hangar One Buddha’s Hand, but otherwise 
it’s very aromatic and unusual — almost perfumed — on the nose. 
The body has a creaminess to it — like lemon meringue pie — with 
a vaguely tropical character going on. Herbal notes or rosemary and 
sage emerge over time, particularly on the nose. A-

Vodka DSP CA 162 Citrus Reticulata var. Sunshine – Flavored with 
tangerine and tangelo. A pretty orange nose recalls mild mandarines, 
but the body pumps it up with a brightness that almost hits a Tang-
like quality. Sweet but not sugary, this is probably the most “modern” 
vodka in the lineup, but it’s also the most approachable on its own. 
Cosmo lovers would be calling this vodka all night long, but I doubt 
many cosmopolitan drinkers could pronounce the name. A-

each $38 / craftdistillers.com

                          Vodka
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     Vodka    
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Santa Fe Spirits Expedition American West Vodka

6 times distilled from a corn base. Interesting nose here, 
supple and sweet but not overdone. It’s not at all “corny,” 
but the aroma is almost like a nice bit of cotton candy 
or marshmallow. On the body, similar notes prevail, with 
a subtle fruitiness that recalls apples and banana. The 
finish has a touch of medicinal burn, but by and large it’s a 
smooth operator that offers a modern profile balanced by 
a restrained and refined backbone. 

80 proof. 

A / $25 / santafespirits.com

Bluewater Organic Vodka

Pot-distilled from organic wheat. Immediately enticing. 
Classic, old-world nose, with rich light medicinal character 
and undertones of old wood and wet earth. This intriguing 
aroma leads you into an even more engaging palate. 
The body is surprisingly mild and easygoing, yet it’s quite 
punchy with flavor. It kicks off with notes of toffee and 
butterscotch, then develops fruit and acidity as it builds 
on the tongue. Within a few seconds, it’s pummeling the 
palate with lemongrass and grapefruit, black pepper, and 
some pine tree/cedar notes. The finish is both silky and 
sharp, but lacking in the expected astringency. One of 
those vodkas that’s easy to sip on at length, even at room 
temperature. 

80 proof. 

A / $27 / bluewaterdistilling.com



Vizcaya VXOP Cask No. 21 Cuban Formula Rum 

Don’t get too excited: Vizcaya’s “Cuban Formula” rum is 
actually made in the Dominican Republic. Don’t let that 
disappoint you, though; this is a masterfully produced rum 
that’s brimming with flavor and sophistication.

There’s not a lot of production information about this 
rum to share. For starters, the “21” on the label is a bit 
misleading. There’s certainly no actual cask #21 from which 
this rum is drawn — unless it’s a cask that holds hundreds 
of thousands of gallons of spirit and is constantly being 
refilled. The number is there to trick you into thinking it’s 
a 21 year old product, even though the label doesn’t say 
anything of the sort. In fact, Vizcaya doesn’t say much at 
all about its rums except that they’re made from sugar 
cane and aged in oak barrels, both of which are obvious.

None of that actually matters, though. As noted above, 
Vizcaya Cask 21 is actually an amazing product that I’m 
happy to recommend.

The nose is bursting with classic aged rum notes: 
vanilla, butterscotch, and plenty of cinnamon. The body 
follows suit perfectly. The rum is almost candylike but its 
sweetness is tempered with baking spices, smoldering oak 
notes, and just a hint of fire on the back end. Over time 
some tertiary notes emerge, including caramel apple, 
toasted marshmallow, and almond brittle. The finish isn’t 
particularly long, but there’s so much flavor on the palate 
that it doesn’t entirely matter. This rum drinks beautifully, 
and at $40 a bottle, it’s almost an absurd value.

80 proof.

A / $40 / vizcayarum.com
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Bacardi Facundo Exquisito

A blend of runs 7-23 years old (some filtered) but quite dark in color. The finished blend is aged a further 
month in sherry casks for a minimum of one month for finishing. This is a remarkably balanced and fun rum, 
offering an immediate nose of coffee, toffee, cigar box, and mincemeat pie. The body is dense and layered, 
with notes of plums, raisins, chocolate pie, more toffee, and spiced (lightly smoked) almonds. Lots going on 
here, and it fires on all cylinders. A real knockout. 

A / $90 / facundorum.com



Charbay Brandy No. 89

Ukiah, California-based Charbay turned its alembic pot 
stills to crafting this brandy in the winter of 1989. The 
grapes used are 74% pinot noir and 26% sauvignon blanc. 
The distillate has since been mellowing in barrels made 
of oak from France’s Limousin and Nevers regions for 24 
years. 22 of those barrels were bottled to make Charbay’s 
Brandy No. 89, 1000 cases of it.

This slightly overproof brandy has developed nicely, 
balancing gentle wood character with notes of caramel, 
banana, coconut, almonds, incense, and cloves on the 
nose. The body is modest and far from overblown, 
offering  notes of caramel sauce and cigar box, roasted 
apples, and touches of dark chocolate. There’s quite a 
bit going on throughout all of this, and while it’s more 
restrained and nuanced than many powerhouse brandies 
on the market, No. 89 is well-balanced and refined, 
growing on you with its easy sweetness and sultry finish as 
you continue to experience it.

Fun stuff, and proof that America can crank out a brandy 
just as sophisticated as the French.

92 proof.

A- / $92 / charbay.com
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Louis Royer Force 53 VSOP Cognac

Most Cognac is bottled at the usual 80 proof, but 
Louis Royer’s Force 53 says screw that, let’s take 
a cue from the fellas in the whiskey world and go 
megaproof.

The choice of 53% abv (106 proof) isn’t accidental. 
The House of Royer got its start in 1853. Lucky for 
them, I guess, that the business didn’t launch in 1799. 
Or 1801.

From a spec standpoint, the higher alcohol level 
is the major distinguishing feature of Louis Royer 
Force 53. Otherwise it’s a standard VSOP Cognac in 
composition, which means that technically the spirit’s 
been aged a minimum of just four years in cask.

Turns out the extra alcohol (and some smart 
knowhow) makes quite a difference. Many VSOPs are 
perfectly drinkable and full of life, but few have the 
punch and power of Force 53. What could have come 
across as almost watery in an 80 proof Cognac is 
instead, well, forceful and lively in this bottling. Here, 
notes of caramel apple take on more apple pie-like 
overtones on the nose. The body is delightfully rich, 
dusted with cinnamon and cocoa powder, offering fig 
and raisin notes on the back end. That classic Cognac 
sweetness is unmistakable throughout, all those fresh 
citrus, apple pie, banana cream, and molten caramel 
notes building to an expressive and delightful — yet 
still youthful — whole.

For barely 40 bucks, you will be hard pressed to 
find a brandy of any ilk that is as well-balanced and 
downright enjoyable as Force 53, and Royer may very 
well find it has launched a big trend with this “high 
strength” idea in a world where 80 proof has long 
ruled the roost.

A / $43 / louis-royer.com



Roca Patron Reposado Tequila

If standard Patron isn’t ritzy enough for you, now there’s Roca Patron, an artisanal version of the tequila classic. 
What’s a roca? And how is this different from the regular bottling? In Patron’s words:

Roca Patrón starts with a tahona, a giant two-ton stone wheel hand-carved from volcanic rock (roca) that slowly 
crushes the cooked agave to break the bonds of fiber and release the rich agave juice. From here, both the 
juice and the agave fiber are placed together into wooden fermentation vats for 72 hours, and then distilled in 
small-capacity copper pot stills. Only a handful of the more than 150 working tequila distilleries in Mexico still 
utilize the tahona process.

Aged 5 months. The nose is quiet, with a crisp focus on lemon — think lemon meringue pie — and agave 
in the distant background. The body is silky as all get out. This is the kind of tequila people will invariably 
describe as “smooth” as they knock it back a handle at a time. It’s got just the right consistency, melding 
the bite of agave with more lemony citrus, vanilla custard, a dusting of cinnamon, and a touch of woody 
lumberyard notes. The finish fades from sweet and soothing to drying and clean with a twist of lime, a nifty 
little trick and one that will sure have happy drinkers ordering a second shot at the bar. Firing on all cylinders. 

84 proof. 

A / $80 / patrontequila.com/roca
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Tequila Herradura Coleccion de la Casa Scotch Cask Finished Reposado, Reserva 2014

This year, Herradura turns to former Scotch barrels, casks which really aren’t used for much other than, 
well, more Scotch. According to the company, “This limited edition tequila is aged to perfection in 
charred American oak casks for eleven months. Prior to bottling, the tequila is then transferred to carefully 
select [sic] single malt scotch casks from the renowned Highland and Islay regions of Scotland for three 
additional months of aging.”

There’s only a little that raises an eyebrow in the first nosing of this tequila. While the nose is lightly smoky, 
it’s balanced by the essence of chili pepper, caramel, and a bit of salty brine. The smokiness is unusual for 
tequila, but could easily be chalked up (along with the brine) to the impact of agave if you weren’t aware 
of the finishing element here.

The body starts off by showcasing agave, tempering that with notes of austere wood, sweet honey cake, 
Madeira, and a reprise of those seaside smoky elements. This lattermost element melds surprisingly 
well with the sweet agave punch that comes back around on the finish — if you’ve ever had a mezcal-
meets-whiskey cocktail, you know how interesting the combination can be. Here the duo combine to 
create a whole that is bigger and burlier than the sum of its parts — and stands as a mighty fine, if wholly 
unexpected, achievement from Herradura.

80 proof.

A / $90 / herradura.com
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Del Maguey Iberico Mezcal

Del Maguey’s Pechuga Mezcal is legendary in the 
mezcal world, and justifiably so. For those not in 
the know, in Spanish, a pechuga is a poultry breast, 
commonly a chicken breast. Why would you call 
your mezcal Pechuga? Because it has a chicken 
breast in it.

How’s that? Del Maguey mezcel is distilled 
three times, and during the third distillation of 
Pechuga, a whole chicken breast (bones and 
all) is suspended in the air within the still. As the 
distillation progresses (a 24-hour process), the 
vapors interact with the chicken meat in a strange 
and incredibly compelling way. How anyone came 
up with this idea is beyond me, but the proof is in 
the bottle — Pechuga is easily my favorite of Del 
Maguey’s increasingly vast lineup of single village 
mezcals. So, how’s it taste?

As with all mezcals, the nose is smoky, but here 
that pungent aroma takes on a curious scent of 
cigar smoke with fleeting undertones of mint 
chocolate. The body is beautiful. Racy with 
notes of cracked black pepper, the spicy body is 
tempered by a melange of flavors that include 
orange peel, grapefruit, nougat, and vanilla. That 
smokiness rushes back up on the finish, along 
with notes of camphor and incense. Complex 
with a load of flavors, yet extremely easy to sip on 
for hours, Iberico is nearly the same masterwork 
that Pechuga is — even though it doesn’t exactly 
remind you of Iberico ham at all.

Maybe I just need to enjoy a glass or two 
alongside some pata negra and see if that makes a 
difference…

98 proof.

A / $250 / mezcal.com



Ancho Reyes Ancho Chile Liqueur

The ancho chile is a dried poblano pepper. A popular 
element in both traditional Mexican cuisine and upscale 
cooking, ancho chiles have a gentle, smoky flavor with hints 
of chocolate and cinnamon. I use ancho a lot in the kitchen, 
but never thought about how it would fare in a cocktail.

Ancho Reyes is a new liqueur made in Mexico, reportedly 
made from a recipe created in Puebla in 1927. You can use 
it as a cocktail ingredient or drink it straight as an aperitif — 
neat or on the rocks.

This is fun stuff. Initially it offers an amaro-like character 
on the nose, with a root beer and licorice character to it. 
Spice emerges after a few seconds, a surprisingly racy, chili 
pepper heat that really tickles the nostrils. The body’s full of 
complexity and interest, immediately filling the mouth with 
heat, tempering that spice with vanilla, cinnamon, and dark 
chocolate. Exotic notes of incense, bitter roots, and orange 
peel emerge over time, particularly on the finish.

This is a versatile spirit with all kinds of applications, from 
adding it by the drop in a margarita to drinking it by the 
shot glass after a hefty meal. It may sound like a niche 
product, but it’s got a truly surprising level of flexibility.

80 proof.

A / $33 / anchoreyes.com
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Perc Fresh Brewed Coffee Liqueur

Our friends at Vermont’s Saxtons River Distillery 
don’t just work with maple syrup, they also like 
coffee. Freshly brewed beans are the order of the 
day with Perc, a Kahlua alternative that’s artisanally 
made from locally roasted and cold-brewed 
Arabica beans instead of mass-produced.

Results: Lightly sweetened, the sugar helps cut 
the richness of the coffee beans, a dark roast with 
lots of depth to it on the nose. The body isn’t as 
powerful, as the sweetness helps to balance out 
the pungent, mocha-like notes. Dark chocolate, 
light cinnamon, and authentic coffee-fueled 
bitterness are all in full effect here. Overall, it’s 
simply a very well-made coffee spirit, easy to sip 
on straight or simply to be used to give your White 
Russian an instant upgrade. No complaints at all 
here.

60 proof.

A / $28 / saplingliqueur.com



Barrow’s Intense Ginger Liqueur

It should be noted at the start that “INTENSE” is by far 
the largest text on the label of this liqueur, but that’s to be 
expected from any ginger-flavored spirit. It simply comes 
with the territory.

Ginger liqueurs are a small category, for obvious reasons. 
The number of cocktails you can use it in is limited, and 
ginger beer does the trick in most cases. My bottle of 
Domaine de Canton — the most venerable product in this 
category — has been half-empty for years.

But Barrow’s, an artisanal product made in Brooklyn, NY, 
easily gives it a run for its money. This cloudy, intriguing 
liqueur (Canton is transparent) really does live up to its 
name. The nose is pungent without being overwhelming, 
offering legit ginger character plus a smattering of lemon 
and grapefruit notes. There’s more of the same on the 
body, which starts off with moderate sweetness — brown 
sugar melted into ginger ale — then jumps off a cliff into 
that classic, fresh-grated-ginger bite. The finish is spicy 
hot yet oddly refreshing, a spirit that’s both rustic and 
authentic. (The swing top bottle stopper completes the 
effect.)

Do I still like Canton? Absolutely, but it’s more perfumed, 
offering jasmine, incense, and vanilla notes up front, with 
all the ginger in the back. Barrow’s is a bolder and less 
distracted rendition of the spirit with, yes, a bit more 
intensity.

44 proof.

A / $31 / barrowsintense.com 
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Wild Turkey American Honey Sting

Is the honey-flavored whiskey thing coming to an end? Now, Wild 
Turkey is releasing a limited edition flavored flavored whiskey: American 
Honey Sting, a crazy expression of the classic American Honey that is 
spiked with the infamous ghost pepper, the hottest chili pepper in the 
world. No relation to this guy.

Honey-flavored whiskies have rapidly become the most boring category 
of spirits on earth. Dump some honey into cheap bourbon, Canadian, 
Scotch, or Irish whiskey — all of these have honey expressions on the 
market now — and it sweetens things up while smoothing out the 
harsher elements of a lesser spirit. Sure, not all honey whiskies are 
made equal — a few are quite good, some are truly awful — but for the 
most part they are hard to distinguish from one another.

And so, with Sting, at least we’re getting something different. While 
it might foretell the end of the honey whiskey market, it might be the 
beginning of something entirely new in this space. Honey-plus whiskies. 
God help us.

As for Sting itself, there’s little up front to cue you in to anything out of 
the ordinary with this product. Even the name “Sting” on the bottle is 
understated. I expect many purchasers of this spirit won’t have any idea 
what they’re buying because there’s no picture of a cartoon chili pepper 
on the bottle.

That may not be such a problem, though. Despite the spooky threat of 
the ghost pepper, Sting is surprisingly understated. I’ve had far hotter 
spirits in the past, and some of those were flavored with little more than 
cayenne or jalapenos. The nose starts out with pure honey liqueur — 
and with just a touch of woody bourbon to it — with just a hint of heat 
if you breathe it in deep. Give it some time and it starts to singe the 
nostrils a bit, but it’s fully manageable. But that takes time. A cursory 
sniff reveals nothing out of the ordinary.

The body starts of with that well-oiled, thick honey sweetness — and 
then you figure you’ll wait for the heat to hit. You might be waiting for 
quite a while. In my experience with Sting, that heat was hit and miss. 
Some sips would offer none at all. Some would end with a pleasant 
warmth coating the back of the throat for about a minute. There’s 
nothing scorching or quick-give-me-some-milk burning, really, just a 
nice balance of sweet and hot — at least most of the time.

While the absence of heat in some encounters with Sting are a little 
strange, they don’t really impact the enjoyment of the spirit in a 
negative. In fact, they kind of make things fun. Will this round be simple 
honey… or will it come with a kick? I had fun with it, anyway.

71 proof.

A- / $23 / americanhoney.com



Bourbon
Woodford Reserve Master’s Collection Sonoma-Cutrer Pinot Noir Finish ($100)
Wild Turkey Diamond Anniversary Bourbon ($125) 
Four Roses 2014 Single Barrel ($80)

Scotch 
The Balvenie Tun 1509 Batch 1 ($350) 
Mortlach Rare Old ($110), 
Glenfiddich Excellence 26 Years Old ($500), 
The Exclusive Malts Ledaig 2005 8 Years Old ($110) 
The Arran Malt 17 Years Old ($95).

Other Whiskey 
Green Spot Single Pot Still Irish Whiskey ($50) 
Hibiki 21 Years Old ($250) 
Parker’s Heritage Collection Original Batch Wheat Whiskey 13 Years Old ($90)
Sazerac Rye 18 Year Old ($80).

Gin
Genius Gin ($26) 
Beefeater Burrough’s Reserve Barrel Finished Gin ($70) 
The 86 Co. Ford’s Gin ($30/1 liter).

Vodka
Re:Find Cucumber Vodka ($25/375ml) 
Vodka DSP CA 162 line (each $38)
Santa Fe Spirits Expedition America West Vodka ($25)
Bluewater Organic Vodka ($27)

Rum
Vizcaya VXOP Cask No. 21 Cuban Formula Rum ($40) 
Bacardi Facundo Exquisito ($90)

Brandy 
Charbay Brandy No. 89 ($92) 
Louis Royer Force 53 VSOP ($43)

Tequila
Roca Patron Reposado ($80) 
Tequila Herradura Coleccion de la Casa Scotch Cask Finished Reposado Reserva 2014 ($90) 
KAH Tequila line ($45 to $60)
Del Maguey Iberico Mezcal ($250)

Liqueur
Ancho Reyes Ancho Chile Liqueur ($33) 
Perc Coffee Liqueur ($28)
Barrow’s Intense Ginger ($31)
Wild Turkey American Honey Sting ($23)

- The 2014 Drinkhacker Holiday List  -
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Bourbon
2008: Eagle Rare 17 Year Old (2008 Edition)
2009: Old Rip Van Winkle Family Reserve 23 Years Old 
(2009 Edition)
2010: George T. Stagg Antique Collection 2010 Edition
2011: Big Bottom Whiskey 2 Years Old Port Cask Finish
2012: Four Roses Small Batch 2012
2013: Parker’s Heritage Collection Promise of Hope

Other Whiskey
2013: WhistlePig “The Boss Hog” Rye 12 Years Old

Vodka
2008: Xellent
2009: Any tea-infused vodka
2010: Rokk
2011: Russian Standard Gold Vodka
2012: Square One Vodka
2013: Pau Maui Vodka

Rum
2008: Rhum Clement Cuvee Homere
2009: Appleton Reserve
2010: DonQ Gran Anejo
2011: Montanya Platino Rum
2012: Rhum J.M. Rhum Vieux Agricole 1997
2013: Ron Barceló Imperial Premium Blend 30 
Aniversario Rum

Tequila
2008: Jose Cuervo Reserva de la Familia Anejo 2008
2009: Casa Noble
2010: Tequila Avion Anejo
2011: Casa Dragones
2012: t1 Tequila Blanco Ultra-Fino
2013: Tequila Herradura Coleccion de la Casa Port Cask 
Finished Reposado, Reserva 2012

Scotch
2008: Highland Park 18 Year Old
2009: Macallan 1824 Collection
2010: Bruichladdich 16 Years Old First Growth Series
2011: The Glenlivet Founder’s Reserve
2012: The Balvenie Doublewood 17 Year Old
2013: Laphroaig Cairdeas Port Wood Edition 2013

Gin
2008: Whitley Neill
2009: Bulldog
2010: Berkshire Mountain Distillers Greylock Gin
2011: Bloom Gin
2012: Greenhook Gin
2013: Master of Malt Worship Street Whistling Shop 
Cream Gin

Brandy
2008: Delamain Extra de Grande Champagne
2009: Bache-Gabrielsen Hors d’Age Cognac
2010: Camus XO Borderies
2011: “Original Gangster” XO Brandy
2012: Marquis de Montesquiou Armagnac XO Imperial
2013: Louis Royer Cognac XO

Liqueur
2008: Domaine de Canton Ginger Liqueur
2009: J. Witty Chamomile Liqueur
2010: Voyant Chai Cream Liqueur
2011: Tatratea
2012: Pierre Ferrand Dry Curacao Ancienne Method
2013: Art in the Age Sage Liqueur

- Award Winners 2008 -2013 -
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